INVENT YOURSELF
WITH THE BEST.

Internship (m/f/d) - Management Consultant Business Intelligence

As the digital innovation, consulting and transformation brand of the Capgemini Group, Capgemini Invent helps CxOs envision and build what’s next for their organizations. Located in more than 30 offices and 10 creative studios around the world, its 6,000+ strong team combines strategy, technology, data science and creative design with deep industry expertise and insights, to develop new digital solutions and business models of the future.

What we´ll offer you

▪ Innovative projects and international teams around our digital transformation environment
▪ Long-term oriented and value-driven corporate culture
▪ Excellent career opportunities as well as space for self-initiative – we demand and encourage
▪ The task, to re-think strategy & transformation projects and create tangible results
▪ Successful growth along all dimensions of digital topics
▪ World-class trainings embedded in a global expert network
▪ Future oriented work-life-balance model

What you´ll bring

▪ First practical experience around data-driven digital transformation in the context of previous internships in one of the following industries:
  – Automotive
  – Banking
  – Consumer Products & Retail
  – Energy & Utilities
  – Manufacturing / High-Tech
  – Public Sector
▪ Progressed university studies with emphasis on economics, applied science, engineering, information technology or equivalent
▪ Outstanding academic performance which can convince us of your dedication
▪ First experiences in one or more of the following fields:
  – Data Exploration, Data Mining or Data Modelling (i.e. R, Python, Excel, SQL, SAS, …)
  – BI tools or Data Visualization (i.e. Excel, Tableau, Power BI, …)
  – Management of analytics projects (i.e. business case, use case creation and evaluation, agile support, …)
▪ Talent for conceptional and analytical thinking
▪ Enjoy solving complex tasks while working in an orderly and mannered fashion
▪ Considerable reliability, team spirit and fit for a worldwide leading consultancy
▪ Sophisticated presentation and moderation skills
▪ Fluency in English and German

Locations: Munich (preferred), Cologne, Stuttgart, Frankfurt, Berlin, Hamburg

Entry date: by arrangement

What you´ll be doing

▪ Efficient correlation of processes between business, strategy and IT using data science and artificial intelligence to foster innovation, profitability and growth of our clients in the following three dimensions:
  – Business Innovation: Conception and development of data-driven business models, specification and conception of industry relevant use cases for sales, marketing, operations and business innovation
  – Big Data & Analytics: Integration of different data sources to enable sophisticated analytical solutions
  – Digital Transformation: Implementation from strategy and prototype to data-driven business using digital tools

APPLY NOW!

Our recruiting team will reconcile your experience and skills with the current project situation to find the best slot for you. For questions Bernadetta Mazur will be at your disposal at bernadetta.mazur@capgemini.com.

People matter, results count.